Tennis Match Results
Vanderbilt vs Georgia
Mar 11, 2023 at Athens, Ga.
(Dan Magill Tennis Complex)

#7 Georgia 7, #56 Vanderbilt 0

Singles competition
1. #2 Ethan Quinn (UGA) def. Nathan Cox (VANDY-M) 6-2, 6-0
2. #15 Philip Henning (UGA) def. Joubert Klopper (VANDY-M) 7-6 (7-5), 6-3
3. #90 Blake Croyder (UGA) def. Michael Ross (VANDY-M) 6-3, 6-3
4. #101 Teodor Giusca (UGA) def. Siim Troost (VANDY-M) 6-4, 6-3
5. Miguel Perez Pena (UGA) def. Jeremie Casabon (VANDY-M) 6-1, 7-6 (7-3)
6. Thomas Paulsell (UGA) def. Macsen Sisam (VANDY-M) 6-3, 6-3

Doubles competition
1. Jeremie Casabon/Siim Troost (VANDY-M) def. #11 Trent Bryde/Ethan Quinn (UGA) 6-0
2. Philip Henning/Teodor Giusca (UGA) def. Nathan Cox/Michael Ross (VANDY-M) 6-1
3. Blake Croyder/Britton Johnston (UGA) def. Joubert Klopper/Macsen Sisam (VANDY-M) 7-6 (7-2)

Match Notes:
Vanderbilt 5-8; National ranking #56
Georgia 9-5; National ranking #7
Order of finish: Doubles (1,2,3); Singles (1,3,6,4,2,5)
Official: Karen Badger-Marby